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Theoretical views related to justice and equity

The discussion on the history of ideals and their institutional ways of the 
theory of equity goes far beyond the aim of our essay. The literature of the 
subject filling libraries is written by more experienced scholars in the past. 
However, it can be stated that the story of ideas on equity has been expressed 
in an independent and separate literature. Among the Hungarian authors 
László Újlaki gives an almost comprehensive glimpse on this particularly 
exciting field of literature in his extensive monography.1 The repeat of the 
contents of this work would be redundant indeed. Although Újlaki presents 
the philosophical, legal theoretical and especially civilistic literature of 
equity, his survey aims basically the sphere of civilistics. Consequently his 
work does not present the legal relations and the public law literature of 
equity- this was not his aim at all. Followingly we may take the purpose of 
outlining of some general conceptual elements and afterwards we refer to 
some authoritative statements from the literature of the Hungarian public 
administrative science.

The history of concepts and institutions of equity amply illustrates the 
thousand faces of this term, the wealth of its inner sphere, the complexity and 
versatility of the possible meaning of its contents.

The history of the ideals of equity has its roots in the classic Greek 
philosophy, although Platon also mentions this subject in a definition, its first 
theoretician was Aristotle.2 His definitions have a source value even these 
days concerning the fact that they present the equity reflecting the 
contradiction of law oriented to the typical and has a general character on 
one hand, the individual and often atypical case as it is reflected , a 
phenomenon settling the conflict. For Aristotle the equity is virtually an 
amendment of a just case according to the law, an atypical case, a solution 
using the justice as a measure in accord with the intention of the legislator 
possibly, in harmony with the spirit of the regulation. Actually it is the case 
of a solution possibility of the ancient contradiction of sumum ius- summa



iniuria, a chance to settle the problem, reflecting the immense concreteness, 
individuality and the typical features of the case, a justice which corrects the 
justice found to be in the legal regulations. Without quoting the chapters of 
the history of ideals and institutions of equity, we refer to the Roman law 
equity which characteristically changes the contents. Initially it expresses the 
equality, the non-itemized law in the classical age, in the age of Iustinian the 
good will, the humanitarian intentions and equity.3 Against the ancient and 
strict law the ius aequum expresses the flexible law of change of wares, goods. 
We have a chance to refer merely as an expression, reference the division of 
the institutionalisation trend of equity. A characteristic direction of the 
institutionalisation towards law is the English law, where the equity took 
shape as a supplemental system of common law in the judicial practice of 
Lord Chancellor, and it took the form of an equity jurisdiction lacking the 
formalities of procedure. In the beginning the equity was such method, such 
judgement practice of the Court of Chancellor, where its system was 
developed among the references to sound common sense and conscience.

It should be noted that from the middle of the 19lh century the contents 
of the English equity was transformed too in such way that it was pushed 
towards a special ’’justice naturel”. In this aspect the Judicature Act is a 
caesura, which made the application of equity law compulsory at thoese 
points differing from the common law for all courst.4

In the con tinen ta l law system s the equaity  did not become a 
comprehensive system of law or even institutionalised corrective principle, at 
least not a legally formal way, as a general decision system of non-equity fori. 
However, it was built in -  albeit in a very different form and content -  to 
certain spheres of written law and certain strata of the law, consequently the 
equitable decision is taken on the basis of the application of material law. 
Related to the equity it is worth to emphasize the universality of the term, 
because the equity may be filled with natural law contents and it can be 
applied as a principle interpreted on a legal positivist horizon, appearing as 
a principle influencing the whole of the application of law and the public 
administrative operation. As a solution of the ancient problem of summum 
ius -  summa iniuria the shocking concreteness of the case resulted both a 
reflection in the application of law, the decision-making and as an institution 
strictly circumscribed with a legal dogmatical way. It history abundant in 
spiritual adventures, its eternal return, it way to institutionalise in the 
different legal systems, its strongly changing contents, its historical dynamism 
makes the equity one of the very special phenomena of public administrative 
law too.

Naturally very different institutions and procedures can be found under 
the aegis of equity, in a lot of aspects the character of the category différés 
in the civil law and public law. Morever, it can be defined differently in the 
theory too.
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In case we define the equity as a general measure of legislation and law 
application or the decision-making system of the prevalence of law, we define 
the legislation and law application regarding the aspects of justice, then the 
aforistic requirem ent can be justified which can be found on the glass 
painting given by the Lawyers’ Association of Berne to Eugen Huber: ’’The 
law should be ruled by equity”.5

The Hungarian legal theory of the previous century and the first half of 
this century have not dealt with equity as a particular subject. The relative 
relegation of it to the background only emphasize the importance of the 
analysis of Ágost Pulszky on equity. He regarded the importance of equity 
in the alleviation of the controversy between the general and abstract legal 
regulation and the individual, concrete case, the typically orientiated norm 
and the frequently atypical case. ”In such way the equity can be not only a 
feeling developed in an individual and its expression, but in the same time 
it may appear in the form of the inflluence of public view and it can be taken 
as a factor of the change in the society”.6

In his essay, titled ’’The outline of legal theory” Barna Horváth mentions 
among the comments on the relation of justice and morality the problem of 
equity too. He considers the equity as a possible tool for solving the classical 
contradiction between summum ius -  summa iniuria.7

In his fundamental essay of Imre Szabó the equity appears as such a 
basic principle, which plays an intermediary role between the higher level 
basic principles of justice and legality. They generally approach by other, 
legally relevant terms the contents of a legal principle related to a type of case 
generally or especially, which prevailing in the course of legal application 
legally prescribed or statuted by legal application. In the interpretation of the 
term it means societal critic, corrective basic principle.8

Vilmos Peschka -  differing with this opinion -  emphasized the 
permanent concreteness of the equity.9 A cccording to him there is a 
corrective principle in equity, but the correction takes place in such a way 
that one justice formulated by law as a content of regulation, a sort of justice 
based on the equality of geometrical proportionality is replaced by another 
such way that the measure serving as a basis of proportionality, the criterium 
is changed. ’’Therefore actually the correction of the legal justice prescribed 
by law on the basis of equity actually changes the justice content of the law, 
it is replaced by another justification”.10

Gyula Eörsi takes out the legal politics from the behind-the-scene 
factors of the institution. The reason of legal politics is not the goodness, but 
the contribution to attain either some given societal equilibrium or its 
maintenance, or in cases of rights the equity is completely equivalent with the 
strict law.11 Consequently he rejects the view of equity as a critic. According 
to him the function of equitable exceptions in the course of everyday, 
continuous adaptation is a compromise solution of the problem of summum
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ius summa iniuria. In the course of periodical adaptation the aim is directly 
the prom otion of the periodical change. Followingly its im portance 
significantly increases in the time of periodical change, in the time of legal 
stability, however, it decreases significantly.12

In an earlier work13 of his related to the liability system the considers 
the equity such a political creature which makes a retreat in some trivial, 
peripheric questions in order not to yield in the substantial ones.14 Related 
to the equity of public administrative law one of the biggest dispute of the 
seventies has taken place. The expressions of the participating authors and 
those, who related to it embraced almost all fields of the problem. In the focus 
of the dispute on the preparation of the 14/1973. Decree of the Presidential 
Council. 23., its interpretation and the preparation later on the Act I of 1981 
an eventual equity authorisation stood given by a general clause eventually. 
In the course of preparation of the draft of the resolution such idea appeared 
that based upon a general authorisation the executive committee secretaries 
of the Budapest, county town and county councils -  in the course of 
complaint procedure -  later in the course of the also terminated supervision 
application decision process -  may differ from the legal regulation referring 
to the equity. This concept has not been realised especially due to the 
objection of the Supreme Procurator’s Office and the famous regulation 
expressed as follows: ”In deciding their resolutions the public administrative 
organs should maintain the legality, consider the societal circumstances, the 
requirements of individual judgement and in justified cases they should act 
according to the equity”.1

The view has circulated in a wide sphere that in the quoted regulation 
the decree of the Presidential Council presumed the equity authorisation as 
given. The polemics got repeatedly sharper in the course of preparation the 
Act 1. of 1981. Namely the concept has reappeared that a general equity 
clause should be taken in among the regulations of law. Several authors 
explained that the public administrative law cannot close its eyes, when the 
meeting of legal norm and the life actually sparks.16

József Varga1 -making distinction between the consideration prescribed 
by the legislator and the equity, has denied the equitable character of equity 
explicityl allowed by law'. This view has established the cahracteristics of such 
usual type of equity as follows:

it should be adequate to the social and political purposes of the law 
favouring the client -  it should harmonize with the feeling of justice, the 
sense of justice of the society.
the diversion from the strict legal regulation should not infringe the right 
or rightful interest of some other citizen.
actually it deals with peripheral cases, the collision of two legal 
regulations or the existence of some calculated features, the individual
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equity decision cannot even exceptionally serve as precedent in the later
application of law.18

Against these views Lajos Szamel19 pointed out thet such kind of clause with 
a general relevance would make possible the prevalence of uncontrollable 
aspects in the application of law. It would make the door wide open for the 
one-sided exception-giving, the protection and corruption, furthermore the 
applier of law would be under an immense pressure, he would be a target 
despite the most careful allocation of the equity competence. Therefore such 
a solution would endanger the clarity of legal application, in the same time 
it would mean the loosening of legal safety, the equity dissolves the legality.20 
In the administration of the authorities the equity is defined such way that 
compared to the general rule the application of the exceptional rule is more 
favourable for the client or the diversion from the rule for the favour of the 
client by the decision in an individual case. Interpreting the disputed section 
of the decree of the Presidential Council he refers it to the equity which is 
legal, therefore is based on an individual authorisation by law.

Tibor Madarász21 took stand that the recognition of the contra legem 
equity is -  despite the best intention and some positive resultsleads to the 
slackening of legal order, the destruction of the respect for material law. It 
would be obviously naive to start out of the premises of the all -  optimal 
public administrative legislation, however, the outdated or wrong laws should 
not be infringed, but amended. The explanation of the relation of equity and 
consideration, although these are basically ’’only” tehoretical.

Imre Ivancsics22 and János M artonyi23 have sharply separated the 
categories of consideration and equity. In this aspect the reasoning of 
Ivancsics can be summarized as follows: on one hand the equity is based on 
an explicit prescription of law, the consideration, on the other hand, is a 
necessary and permanent attribute of the public administrative application of 
law. Furthermore the consideration presumes the examination of both the 
positive and negative circumstances related to the client, within the equity 
only those are considered which are mentioned by the law as reasons of

.. 24equity.
Géza K ilényr3 is convinced of the opposite. According to him the 

exercise of equity is a special kind of consideration. Here the consideration 
aims to estabish whether the reasons of equity mentioned by the legislator 
exist and in case of positive answer, does it justify the equitable decision in 
the concrete matter?26

27Csaba Varga is on the same side. He takes the equity as an expression 
of the discretive regulation. ’’Such a solution, where through the system of 
regulation, which aims a behaviour serving as a precondition of the 
application of norm (or ordered as a results), aims a comprehensive and 
deep-sighted settlement by a formally strictly separated norm structure (i.e.
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not completely discretive) the legislator makes explicitly possible an equitable 
application different from the norm structure named in the part of norm 
containing the conditions of some selected norm structures in the regulation 
or in sanctioning, in order to secure discretion in some partial questions 
solving the relative close nature of the code system is some individual 
directions”.

Sándor Berényi distinguishes between competences of equity and 
consideration (discretion), however, he mentions that the two- equity and 
discretion can be combined, if the legislator does not prescribe the application 
of equity, but shaping the conditions of equity gives an authorisation for the 
applier of law to exercise equity, i.e. he should divert from the general 
conditions prescribed by law and may permit right, reduce obligation for the 
client or respectively disregard the establishment of obligation.30

Ferenc Toldi31 regards the equity as a part of discretional consideration, 
a less important part of it considering it role and significance. András Holló 
shares this views.32 According to him the equitable consideration a special 
kind of consideration formed by the law (a law application), which allows only 
a consideration favouring only and exclusively the client., or respectively 
prescibes it in the given legal relation. He emphasizes that both the equity and 
the consideration are determined legally, both is placed only within the legal 
regulation. The free area of movement secured by the equity authorisation 
should be a sphere controlled by law, this regulation solution can operate only 
subordinated to the principle of legality.33 His essay contains valuable data 
on the practice of the so-called ’’contra legem” equity. He states that its 
practice importance and weight is by far not so big as it could be expected 
on the basis of the dispute on equity. The characteristic feature of the illegal 
form that it occurs in some partial fields of the construction, technological 
and apartment (dwelling) administration. He emphasizes that the allowing of 
equity is reasonble especially regarding those norms which contain official 
obligations or conditional practice of rights.34

László Kis lists the terminological elements of the equity in five points 
on the basis of the analysis of literaure:35

1. Corrective principle between the legal regulation and the justice;
2. Institution allows the individualisation;
3. It means the prescription of an exceptional regulation;
4. Only the resolution favouring the client is compatible with its nature;
5. It goes together with the proportionality of interests.

Taking the dispute with Zsigmond Papp36 he takes the opinion that the 
possibility of applying an exceptional rule should be assured by law by a 
reference to it. At least the legislator should give a direction about the equity 
conditions by a list of examples.37 In this question the opinion of Zsigmond
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Papp was that the given competent organs should be possessing a general 
au th o risa tio n  and the equity  circum tances must be form ed with 
comprehensive terms and rather the principles should be mentioned than the 
taxatíve regulations.38

László Kiss considers the different features of equity and discretion as 
follows: on one hand, the discretion is a necessity of every application of law, 
the equity on the other hand means the application of an exceptional. The 
discretion, the consideration takes into account all those circumstance which 
serve as a basis of either positive or negative decision, on the contrary the 
application of equity means the consideration only to favour of the client. 
Finally in the overwhelming majority of the cases the consideration happens 
without the application of equity, however, the equity should go along at least 
with the consideration of the evidences.3}

We refer to the fact that among the authors examining the role of 
judicial practice in the legal development Antal Visegrády also emphasizes the 
character of equity oriented to the atypical.

The recent problems o f the equity in public administration

Related to the subject the first emerging problem is the terminological 
formulation of equity in the public administrative law. In the first approach 
the equity is a special decision of the applier of law. This decision is positive 
on the addressed, i.e. allows right, reduces obligation or terminates obligation.

Furthermore, however, the equity in public administrative law can be 
defined in very different ways. We refer some of them related to the 
definition lines without the claim of completeness of definition possibilities. 
The equity in the public administrative law can be approached so that it is 
a behaviour of the applier of law and the maker of decision, which is benign, 
positive, assuring a favourable treatment for the client, reflecting the 
individuality and concreteness of the case, its atypical character due to the 
necessary faults of legislative model-maing.41 Followingly this approach does 
not define the equity first of all as a dogmatical question and problem, but 
such a behaviour, attitude of the applier of law in the decision-making 
process, which considers the material justice, beside the formal legality as of 
decisive importance in the matter.

This sphere includes the approach of Fayol too, which was formulated 
on the horizon of the early legal sciences. According to him the equity is such 
an institution which substitutes the lacks of the predetermined regulations, 
which combines the justice with the good will. According to Fayol the euity 
can be accomplished only by such person, who possess healthy underatanding 
of human nature, many experiences and real good intentions.
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In a narrower, dogmatical interpretation the equity can be taken as such 
decision of the applier of law, where for the interest of the client the applier 
of law does not apply the main rule, but the exceptional rule which is also 
included in the law. This can happen if the circumstances -  the so-called 
equity causes -  which were ascertained as conditions of the equitable decision 
by the law, exist in the given case.

By the formulation of equity causes the legislator gives legal expression, 
appearance for the atypical momentum of the case. The legal regulation of 
the equitable decision outlined above -  from the viewpoint of the decision 
liberty -  basically can be imagined in two ways.

One solution is when the legislator creates decision autonomy for the 
decision-maker, basically either by the not quite precise determination of the 
equity causes, which are ambiguous, eventually by not giving conditions for 
the decision-making -  as a bianco equity authorisation -  or by the fact that 
he allows the application of exceptional rule merely. In this case the equity 
is related to d ifferen t extent of decision autonomy depending on the 
regulation.

According to the other solution the formulation of the equity conditions, 
i.e. the decision condition system happens in an unambiguous way, 
furthermore the legislator prescribes the application of a precisely determined 
exceptional rule. For the legally very strict equity such argument can be 
mentioned that in a rule-of-law state the selective equity decision should be 
avoided, the decision autonomy obviously gives possibility for such a decision. 
In both cases -  depending on the extent of legislative authorisation -  the 
practice shaped by the apparatus may have an important role, i.e. the effect 
of the decision-makin^practicc, its decision-orienting character should not be 
underestimated here. For the development of the permanent practice it is 
particularly favourable if in the authorisation instead of the uncertain legal 
term, the concrete circumscription of the conditions to be considered it refers 
only to the character of the case deserving equity or exceptional equity. This 
decision-making liberty can be extended to be extremely wide, if the 
exceptional rule allows only a diversion from the main rule, but beyond this, 
which is positive for the client, the conditions, contents and boundaries of the 
diversion are ot settled. This is the so-called bianco-equity, which does not 
belong to the sphere of strictly interpreted legal application.44

What is the function of equity is concerned from the aspect of public 
administrative law, this is actually in a certain part of atypical cases -  the 
determ ination of this sphere happens with the form ulation of equity 
conditions -  is the causing of the effect adequate to the regulation purpose. 
It is obvious that the effect caused by the rule for the typical case in the 
atypical circumstances, the extraordinary momentum of the case deform the 
regulative purpose, the result will be the lack of equity. The prescribed or 
facultative decision serves to avoid this, the creation of the possibility of
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equity in an exceptional rule, by-law where it is reasonable from legal political 
view, where the task of prevalence of material and social justice. The compass 
of the institution of equity is the aim of the regulation and it intends to cause 
the appropriate effect regarding the exceptionality of the case. I.e. it does the 
same in a certain sphere of atypical cases as the main rule does in the typical 
case. In this course the most important requirement is the maintenance of 
legal security, which was not always condiered the most important by the 
legal p ractice- which is illu stra ted  by a lot of examples, due to this 
Kantorowitz expressed his skepticism: ’’The same way the jurist leads the 
desirable strict application of law back to legality, its loose application to 
equity”.45

Related to the equity and its nature one of the most important problems 
is the question of binding power. Namely the question is: to what extent the 
legal norm is binding for its applier, how does it direct his decision, i.e. how 
does it give possibility  for diverse decisions, how they ae shaped in 
programme, how does it determine their conditions and contents. Related to 
equity the question of binding power appears in many aspects. Generally the 
equity results a weakening, a break of inding power due to its character. Even 
the legal equity shows a certain ’’contra legem” character by allowing a 
diversion from the main rule to a certain, favourable direction, albeit on the 
basis of legislative authorisation. The legal regulation, including the main rule 
always aims the typical, on the contrary the equity aims the atypical. The 
equity as a tool of measure system of law politics, in a part of the sphere of 
those cases, which are different from the main, overwhelming part of cases, 
is suitable to cause the desired regulative effect by the making of a decision, 
which is favourable for the client, the addresse. Therefore the legislator 
should make an effort by the equity authorisation that the in-bred to a certain 
extent necessary anti-binding character of the equity to be counterbalanced 
by an unambiguous, correct and clear prescription of the conditions of 
application, the equity circumstances, respectively the contents of the possible 
decision.

Here we refer to a very strong legal political determinedness of the 
in stitu tio n  of equity , which is especially expressed by the public 
administrative law. The aim, namely the concrete aim of equity is determined 
by the legal politics, which can be regarded soundly as an appearance form 
of the general politics in the social relations which can be influenced by the 
tools of law. A lot of people regard reasonably the function of equity as to 
promote the attainment or upkeep of social stability, they reasonably see the 
substance of legal politics behind the institution. The equity can be taken as 
a conveyor mechanism of legal politics, which extends the sphere of the 
regulation related to a mass of behaviour types to the atypical. As far as the 
legislative side is concerned, the existence of the equity is due to a legal 
political decision, in other words it will be decided here whether the law
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regulation should give an authorisation or prescription for equaity, which 
sphere of atypical should be involved, i.e. what should be the circumstances 
giving reason to apply equity, how the related organisational and competence 
problems should be settled. The political backup certainly determines not only 
the legistlative model-making, but the system of norm application as well. The 
effect of politics is primarily built in the possible decision autonomy within 
equity and may have a significant influence on the content of decision.46

One hardly can give an ever-permanent and appropriate term when and 
in which public administrative matters could be applied the equity. From the 
aspect of legal politics one may say that where the legislative decision 
concerning the atypical would not mean the prevalence of a legal political 
concept, but its omission, there the equity can be a tool of settlement indeed. 
Adding to all of this that the background cannot be narrowed merely to the 
politics, beyond the political factors other, obviously appearing momentum 
also influence the concrete decision of the applier od law or respectively they 
limit the individual decision autonomy, e.g. the professional elements, 
organisational decisions, the position of the applier of law in the organisation, 
special local needs, various, non-insitu tionalised  societal and moral 
expectations, public opinion, etc. Beyond of this in the background of equity 
we should se the humanity, the human feelings without any redundant pathos.

Followingly we do not talk merely about the philanthropic inidivi- 
dualisation of the law as ideal, but much more about a general direction, 
morality of public administrative law and its institutions which are required 
and followingly about such an aspect which must be considered by the 
equitable application of law -  regardless the actual legal political expecta
tions. This aspect is especially important related to the emergence of the 
illegal, so-called legal application equity decisions. It is undoubtedly true that 
the non-adequately regulative public administrative norm creates a lot of 
conflicts as an impact of collision with the cases, the regulative effect is 
distorted, this is experienced at earliest by the apparatus. Even in case of an 
excellent and rapid feedback is realtively long time passes until the 
modification of the rule and its social political effect is adverse, nothing to 
say about the injustices related to the individual cases. Bulow remarks 
reasonably that consciously or unconsiciously every kind of legal application 
wants to go beyond the valid positive law.47 However, it seems that the illegal 
equity as a first aid of the applier of law cannot be tolerated even in case 
of non-equitable result. One should take the blame for the fact that the 
requirem ent of legal security enjoys priority over the equity until the 
modification of the bad public administrative law, exactly for the reason that 
in the comprehension of the society, in the whole legal system the legality is 
closely related to justice. As far as the possible forms of illegal equity is 
concerned, they can be diverse, their importance is also different. The main 
versions:
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a./ Equity in lack of legal authorisation or prescription. Furthermore there 
are two variables. One of them means the diversion from the laws, the 
other precedes the law.

b7 However, there is authorisation to equity, but the applier of law is 
equitable by ignoring the conditions prescribed by law. I.e. they apply 
for such a client who is not entitled to have it. 

cJ In the case of application of equity they differ from the content of
decision eventually prescribed by law. 

d./ The equitable decision is created by infringement of competence 
regulation.

The version mentioned under a./ goes far beyond the rest of it in importance. 
However, the illegal equity, althought its danger cannot be underestimated, 
is rather rare phenomenon. Once it occurs, it becomes usually a practice.

As far as the separation of equity forms is concerned in the public 
administrative law, it was done in a lot of ways, although the names are 
different, the grades and their sequence is more-less similar. It is enough to 
refer the classifications by Lajos Szamel and András Holló here. The 
separation of the legislative and law application equity is the basic distinction, 
which is accepted traditionaly by the majority of authors. If we accept this 
distinction, the first can be talked abouot only, if it is prescribed by law, i.e. 
not only allows the application of equity, but concretely prescibes its 
conditions. Every other case is the equity of the applier of law. This fact is 
not changed even by the fact that the possibility of change is created by the 
legislator. Contrary to other views we handle the illegal equity as a separate 
category and we do not list it among the equity by the applier of law.

We refer to that fact too that the equity in its concrete form appears 
always by the decision of the applier of law, therefore in this way that view 
can be taken reasonable too that the equity is basically a category of the 
application of law, related to the individual making of decisions.

Surveying only its main stages the various institutionalisation forms of 
equity, i.e. the multiple quesitons originated on the same and identical source, 
which should be answered by the equity, it is probably not exaggeration not 
talk about eternal return referring to the example of natural law. Of course 
the equity is not only a dogmatical problem, but is may raise several questions 
from other aspect too. For example such can be the transfer of equity 
competence, to counterbalance the liberty and generality of the so-called 
bianco euity, which bursts open the framework of the application of law, thia 
is generally transferred to the higher authorities.

It coud seem bizarre to refer the problem of legal redress related to 
equity as naturally the equity can be only favourable. However, it could be 
imagined that the equity applied by the authority for the favour of one of the 
clients with contradictory interests can be onerous from the view of the other
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one. The often analysed dual face of equity, namely its character which is 
equitable for one of the clients, non-equitable for the other, is basically 
characteristic for the civil law equity which appears in the jurisdiction legal 
application.

The other problem appears in the proof of equity conditions. Namely 
they are not correctly prescribed in a lot of legislative pieces, mainly merely 
an uncertain legal term recrs to the character of the case giving place for 
equity. In such situation the task of the decision-maker is to determine the 
equity reasons by filling the space of consideration created by the uncertain 
term and see whether these reasons are present in the given case. In case the 
available data are not sufficient related to them, an evidence procedure 
should take place. However, here another problem can be the determination 
of the facts and tools of evidence, the answer to the question of burden of 
proof (onus probandi), considering those problems too which we have 
mentioned in an earlier chapter.

The equity  can be examined in a procedural law aspect too as a 
procedural law institution. The procedural law equity in the procedural legal 
regulation system is related to the connection of main rules and exceptional 
rules, to the related decision autonomies.

However, basically the equity is a question of material law. It would be 
desirable to create opportunity to use it in more and more cases, possibly in 
correct hypothesis should prescribe the conditions of equity and stay within 
the abstraction level of legal expressions related to the assurance of equity 
competence. Here we do not talk about binding the hands of the apploer of 
law, quite the contrary possibly this kind of regulation would promote the 
exploitation of the possibilities in the equity, which should not be underes
timated, because the legal security and the equity are not antagonistic terms 
at all. The ’’tamed” equity harmonizing with legality is certainly a precious 
tool of legal politics. The creation of the possibility of equity should be based 
on the discretion of the legislator, because the substantial interest attached 
to the legality, the preservation of the prestige of material law requires it, as 
Cardozo is right, as he put it such way: the applier of law is not a vagrant 
knight, who can roam around according to his own ideals of beauty and 
goodness, he should not indulge in the limitless good will.49

In other interpretation the equity may appear a comprehensive principle 
which has an effect on the whole public administrative operation, in the same 
time serve as a general measure of values. The equity can be an importance 
measure of value of the up-to-date public administration as e.g. Frederickson 
measure the recognized and claimed new public administration with the scale 
of social equity.
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Der Verfasser hat die verwaltungsrechtliche Belligkeit geprüft. Die geistesgeschichteliche und 
institutionelle Zusammenhänge der Billigkeit wurden dargestellt, die verwaltungsrechtliche 
Literatur analysiert. Der Verfasser versucht eine detaillierte Darstellung der Funktion der billigen 
Verwaltungsentscheidung, deren Zusammenhang mit der Rechtsnormen und der Sphären der 
Rechtsschaffenheit und Rechtsanwendung zu geben. Die Dogmatik, die m ateriel- und 
verfahrensrechtliche Seite und die Dynamik der Billigkeit wurde auch ausführlich behandelt.
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